
Life is better 
in HD 
Contra Vision® HD™ - the world’s smallest perforations. 
Stunning images, smoothest see-through.



High Definition, 

Premium Quality,

New Lower 
Price

2021 prices 
are better in HD
Continual investment in our production technology has enabled 
us to lower our prices. For the first time we are now able to 
offer high definition performance, at a price that’s comparable 
with standard definition alternatives.  



High Definition, 

Premium Quality,

New Lower 
Price

The view through  
is better in HD

With HD the view-through from inside is noticeably improved. Perforations cannot 
be seen from 1.5m/5’ away, compared with 3.5m/12’ for standard definition (SD) 
perforated window film.

Contra Vision 
SD View Through

Contra Vision 
HD View Through



Retail graphics 
are better in HD

This breakthrough micro-perforated window film delivers the sharpest and most 
vibrant window graphics thanks to 1mm diameter holes which are 60% smaller in 
area than standard one-way vision window films. If you want your graphics to stand 
out in competitive retail environments, then you need to use HD.



Fine details  
are better in HD

The finest details of your window graphics won’t be lost using our HD products. 
This breakthrough micro-perforated window film delivers the clearest and sharpest 
images including areas of small text. HD is also available in clear perforated film for 
application to the inside surface of a window and in translucent white for 24/7 impact.



Wayfinding signage  
is better in HD

It is key that wayfinding and informational signage can be clearly read by 
passers-by. Contra Vision HD ensures bold, vibrant colors and the ability to 
communicate important messages from one side with a clear view through 
from the other.



Printed images 
are better in HD
Contra Vision HD can be used anywhere that standard perforated window film is 
used, as well as in thousands of places previously not considered. The refined 
texture and superior appearance will amaze anyone who ever questioned the image 
quality of perforated window films.

If you have ever wondered how your graphics will look once printed we have just 
the thing for you on our website. Perforated Image Previewer (PIP) is our exclusive 
tool that shows you how your design will look printed on our full range of 
transparencies, including our HD range. Try it for yourself at 

www.contravision.com/print-substrates/preview-your-graphics/



Vehicle graphics  
are better in HD

Contra Vision HD is ideal for use on vehicle windows, offering an almost seamless 
transition between the solid graphics applied to the body and the perforated film 
applied to the windows. It provides the smoothest see-through from inside the 
vehicle, with the vision out having minimum interference.

Get Wrapped have named this product as their favorite 
from Contra Vision because it prints beautifully. We like 
the see-through vision from inside even from extreme 
angles and particularly like how graphics printed 
on it look on vehicle wraps.
Niek Ermes
Company Owner
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